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Time Entry Upload Process Webinar: 

• Provides information and examples relating to the Time Entry Upload 

Interface (TA756) in Cardinal

• Explains how Cardinal loads productive and non-productive time files sent 

from interfacing agencies using the Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756)

• Provides guidance for the Time and Attendance (TA) Interface Administrator 

in fulfilling their responsibilities in providing oversite and reviewing/resolving 

errors

Note: It is critical for the agency TA Interface Administrator to understand the 

Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756), Time Entry Upload Error Report, and 

Time Entry Upload Review page and be prepared to perform their role-specific 

responsibilities on Day One of Cardinal HCM go-live.  Issues with the Time Entry 

Upload and any unresolved errors could impact employee pay or delay payroll.  
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Time Entry Upload Process Flow
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The following steps outline the Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756) process flow 

for the agency TA Interface Administrator: 

1. The agency sends time entry data using a Cardinal flat file template posted 

on the secure Cardinal servers for processing.  External system files should 

be placed in the Cardinal File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server folder

2. Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756) is run in batch and processes any 

inbound time entry files  

3. Cardinal receives the Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756) files and checks 

for file level errors.  Cardinal rejects files with errors without loading the 

transactions.  These file level errors will appear on the Time Entry Upload 

Error Report

4. Cardinal processes files that pass file level error validation and checks for 

transactional errors against a set agency error threshold.  If the percentage of 

errors is below the agency’s set threshold, the valid transactions will load to 

Reported Time in Approved (AP) status. Transactions with errors will not be 

loaded and will appear on the Time Entry Upload Review page and Time 

Entry Upload Error Report  
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5. The agency will use the Time Entry Upload Error Report and the Time 

Entry Upload Review page to view, change, or cancel transaction level 

errors.  The TA Interface Administrator should review time and check for 

errors regularly, either daily or based on the frequency the agency uploads 

time entry data to Cardinal

6. Transactions updated online in Cardinal, which pass validation, load to 

Reported Time in Needs Approval (NA) status and require Reported Time 

approval in Cardinal  

7. In Cardinal, the agency Time & Labor Administrator role can add or update 

interfaced transactions online, directly on the Timesheet, when necessary.  

Timesheet updates for interfacing employees require Reported Time approval 

in Cardinal  

8. The TA Interface Administrator for the agency will also have the Time & Labor 

Administrator role to access reports, Time Entry Upload Review page, and 

agency timesheets.  Employees with interfaced time will not have access to 

report time online  



Time Entry Upload Process Flow (continued)
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9. Agencies should monitor their file server folder and review error reports to 

identify if the file submitted to Cardinal is rejected due to file level errors.  

Agencies should immediately resubmit the corrected file 

10. If the inbound time file is accepted by Cardinal but has transaction level 

errors, all errors should be immediately corrected by the agencies.  Errors not 

addressed by the payroll processing deadlines may impact employee pay 

and earnings distribution

Note: The Agency deadline to upload time entry files is 11:00 p.m..  If the files 

are uploaded after the deadline they will be processed the following night.  If a 

file is placed after the deadline and needs to be processed prior to the 

following night the agency should open a PPS ticket. 
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There are two rejection error levels for Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756): 

File Level Error:

• A file level error will occur if the file does not meet file layout or other file 

requirements (e.g., corrupted file or invalid file name) 

• If a file level error occurs, none of the transaction data in the file is uploaded 

into Cardinal.  The file must be corrected by the agency and re-submitted to 

Cardinal for processing 

Transaction Level Error:

• A transaction level error occurs if the file is successfully processed by 

Cardinal, but individual transactions contain invalid values or do not meet 

interfacing time reporting requirements for the employee or agency (e.g., 

combination of edit errors or missing required fields for a transaction)  

• If a transaction level error occurs, only the transaction(s) with errors are 

rejected and all other transactions in the file are uploaded to Cardinal.  The 

transaction(s) with errors should be corrected in the agency source system 

and re-sent to Cardinal or corrected manually online in Cardinal using the 

Time Entry Upload Review page  

For a list of all errors see the Job Aid titled TA372_Interface Administration.

This Job Aid can be found on the Cardinal website in Job Aids under Learning. 
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Time Entry Upload Error Levels



Time Entry Upload error threshold:

• Each agency has a Time Entry Upload Interface (TA756) error threshold (e.g., 

10%).  This is the limit for the total percentage of transaction level errors 

allowed in the time file in order for the program to load the valid rows as 

Reported Time  

• If the total errors in the agency time file is more than the error threshold, no 

transactions will be loaded as Reported Time  

• The agency will use the Time Entry Upload Review page to evaluate the 

major impacts and make a decision to: 

− Cancel the full file and submit a new file for processing

or

− Load the valid transactions as Reported Time and manually handle the 

errors 
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Time Entry Upload Error Report:

• Generated automatically in batch each night after the interface processes the 

time files:

− Posted to the Report Manager in Cardinal within the agency specific 

folder and posted to the file server for the agencies to retrieve outside of 

Cardinal

− Reports are available in the Report Manager for 30 calendar days and on 

the file server for seven days

• Can also be manually run at any time by TA Interface Administrators*

• Includes both file and transaction level errors

• The employee transaction errors display specific employee data with error 

descriptions 

*TA Interface Administrators should manually run the Time Entry Upload Error report when time is 

updated/corrected online in Cardinal to confirm the expected errors were resolved.
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Time Entry Upload Error Report



For detailed instructions on how to run the Time Entry Upload Error Report see 

the Job Aid titled TA372_Interface Administration. This Job Aid can be found 

on the Cardinal website in Job Aids under Learning. 
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TA Interface Administrators must review the Time Entry Upload Error Report 

daily or based on the frequency the agency sends time files:

• Agencies can update time files in their agency source system: 

− If the Transaction errors are greater than the agency threshold, the 

agency must correct the time files and resend them to Cardinal 

− If the Transaction errors are less than the threshold the agency can 

upload the file again with the corrected transactions

• TA Interface Administrators can review and manage transaction errors online 

in Cardinal using the Time Entry Upload Review page
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Time Entry Upload Error Report (continued)
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TA Interface Administrator’s use the Time Entry Upload Review page: 

• View transactions that did not successfully upload as Reported Time:  

− If the total error percentage in the file is more than the error threshold, 

agencies can upload the file again  

− The file can be uploaded again even if it is under the threshold.  This is an 

agency decision  

• Correct error transactions and re-submit for loading as Reported Time

• Cancel error transactions in order to correct the transactions directly on the 

Timesheet.  Correcting time online in Cardinal on the Timesheet should only 

be done as a last resort.  It is always recommended to make the updates in 

the source system to keep both systems in sync

Note: When time is adjusted on the Time Entry Upload Review page or directly 

on the Timesheet, it will require approval after submission and before 

processing.  Once the Reports To Supervisor approves the time, it will go 

through the Time Administration process.  
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Upload Review - Search

The search page can be used to search for and select processed files and 

includes an Error Flag indicator (Y or N) to indicate if the file has errors.   
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Upload Review - Transaction Summary

The Transaction Summary section displays status totals for all transactions in 

the file: 

• If a File Name with Error Flag Y is selected, there are outstanding errors, and 

the Error Transaction Detail link is available    

• The Cancel Remaining File button is also available and if used, the file will 

be discarded for upload  
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Transaction Statuses and Definitions
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Upload Review – Error Transaction Detail

From the Error Transaction Detail page, the TA Interface Administrator will be 

able to note the Error Message and can determine the best action(s) to take.   

Note: Agencies must cancel or correct and resubmit all transactions in error 

status.  
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Upload Review – Error Actions

• Cancel Selected Row(s) – Click the Cancel Selected Row(s) after it is 

determined to cancel some or all transactions and resend the corrected 

transactions in a new file.  

• Cancel Selected Day(s) – Click the Cancel Selected Day(s) after it is 

determined to cancel some or all transactions by the day(s) and resend the 

corrected transactions in a new file.  

• Correct TRC/Quantity – Correct the values causing the transaction error and 

submit for processing.  

• Hold Transactions - Click the Hold Transaction link to view transactions 

validated yet requires the errored transaction for the entire day to load.  

Correct the errored transaction, and the transactions in Hold Status will 

update to Report Time.  

• Save - The agency can click the Save button to save updated transactions in 

progress.  

• Submit – Click the Submit button to request Cardinal to reprocess the 

updated valid transactions, cancel the errored transactions, and 

resend/interface the errored transactions.  
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Error Example – Invalid Task

Error Message: “Invalid Task” means the ChartField field PRODUCT (known as 

Task) has a value that either does not exist or is Inactive in Finance for the Date 

that was reported:

• Correct the ChartField value in your source system and resend the time file 

with corrected ChartField value in new time file 

or 

• Correct the value using the review page by clicking on the ChartFields tab 

and ChartFields link next to the row and resubmit for processing

• If value is correct, work with your agency ChartField contact in Finance to 

make sure the value exists and is active as of the expected date  
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Error Example – TRC is not in TRC Program

Error Message: “TRC is not in TRC Program” means that the TRC supplied in 

the file is not available in the TRC Program associated with the employee’s 

Workgroup:

• Review the TRC value in the agency source system.  If the TRC value is 

correct, work with your agency TL Employee Setup Administrator to make 

sure the employee is enrolled in the appropriate Workgroup and Comp Plan

• Correct the TRC value in your source system and resend a new time file 

or 

• Correct the value using the Time Entry Upload Review page by selecting the 

appropriate TRC and resubmit for processing
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Error Example – Employee/Position number 

not found

Error Message: “Employee/Position number not found” means that no Active HR 

Status Job was found for the supplied Employee ID and Position Number for the 

Date:

• Verify the Employee ID and Position Number are correct your source system 

and update in source, if necessary.  Resend time with corrected Employee 

ID/Position Number in new time file, or cancel the error and enter time directly 

on the Timesheet, if time sensitive  

• The employee may not exist in Cardinal yet due to the timing of new hire 

entry, the employee may not have been moved to the new position yet, or the 

Position Number may be incorrect in Cardinal.  Work with your agency HR 

Administrator to add/update Job Data and then resubmit the time for 

processing using the Time Entry Upload Review page    
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Error Example – Employee or Approver does 

not have User Profile
Error Message: “Employee or Approver does not have User Profile” means that 

either the employee for whom the time is submitted or their Reports To approver 

does not have a security User Profile associated with the Employee ID.  Both are 

required for uploading/entering time in Cardinal:  

• Work with your agency Security Administrator to make sure appropriate 

Cardinal Security Forms have been submitted and processed for both the 

employee and Reports To approver  

• There could be a timing issue between processing a new hire or change in 

Reports To and the time can be resubmitted using the review page once the 

User Profiles are established
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Agency TA Interface Administrators:

• Review the information covered in this webinar and the TA372_Interface 

Administration Job Aid 

• Identify contacts within your agency to assist in resolving time errors:

− HR Administrators to correct Job Data or Reports To position

− TL Employee Setup Administrator to correct Time Reporter Data or 

Comp Plan Enrollment (TRC eligibility)

− Security Administrator to submit security forms to Cardinal

− Delegation Administrator to delegate approval for time 

entered/adjusted online when Reports To is not available to approve 

submitted time

− Finance/ChartField contact to verify valid ChartField values

• Review Time Entry Upload Error Reports and the Time Entry Upload 

Review page on go-live day

Note: If your agency is using the Absence Data Upload Process, there is not 

a separate webinar, but the process and report is similar.  AM 

Administrators can use the Absence Event page to add/correct absences 

online if needed.  29
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• For more information about the content included in this webinar see the 

Job Aid titled TA372_Interface Administration. This Job Aid can be 

found on the Cardinal website in Job Aids under Learning. 

• After go-live, the TA Interface Administrator should open a VCCC ticket 

for any questions or issues related to the Time Entry Upload and a 

member of the Post Production Support (PPS) team will be ready to 

assist.   


